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A Responsive High School Feedback System

The weaknesses of American education, particularty its
secondary system, have been widely and loudly decried
In numerous national studies. Ernest Boyer, in a recent
Carnegie report (1987, p.2) notes that there is 'a dear
discontinuity between the schools and higher education.
Today, educators from the separate levels, with few
inceptions carry on their work in isolation: This Isola-
Von manifests itself In a lack of communication and
interaction between the various educational strata. In
this informational vacuum, educators receive little, If any,
feedback about what they are doing well and need to
reinforce and also what they are doing poorly and need
to improve.

As Boyer (1983) points out, however:

High schools do not carry on their work In isolation.
They are connected to elementary and junior high
schools and to highor educArtion. In the end, the quality
of the American high school will be shaped by the
quality of these connections. (p. 316)

A critical challenge facing the educational enterprise in
the United States, then, Is how to enhance the communi-
cation and interaction between the different educational
levels. At present, title communication and Interaction is
clearly lacking. A feedback model can provide us with
the means and data so that we can better evaluate and
better accomplish our educational goaht.

limositical Background

The theoretical underpinnings for the present modal have
been derived from a relatively simple "input-process-
product° model. At 8N levels of education, we take
entering students (Input), provide them with instruction
(process), and move them to the next grade (product).
Due to the well pubilcized constraints of too many
students, too little time, and a lack of communication,
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educators are virtually unaware of how well their "prod-
ucts' perform when they become the Input' at the next
Instructional Wei. It is clear that what is missing from
the preemovidustionttia=h le feedback. The Inclusion of an

kap will allow the educator to bettor
assess the effectiveness of his or her instruction. With
this loop, instructional processes can be improved so
that subsequent groups of students will be better able to
most the requirements of the next Wel of education.

Review at Other Systems

A telephone survey was conducted to try to determine
the types of information and data which ware being
shared by collages and universities with high schools.
Willie the survey was not meant to be a statistically
representative one, an effort was made to contact a wide
range of different types of postsecondary instivtions.
Factors considered In the selection were geographic
region, sin, location (urban vs. rural), type of control
(public vs. private), selectivity (elite vs. nonselective) and
level (two year vs. four year). In all, usable responses
were obtained from over thirty-five different institutions.

The schools were asked to provide information about the
types of feedback which they routinely provided to the
high schools after the student was enrolled at their
institution. Many repotted that they provided viewbooks,
college nights, and many other types of information to
the high schools in order to mist students end Interest
them In attending thAir school. Oftr institutions repott-
ed that they would occasionally respond to ad hoc
requests for data from a particular high school. These
activnies were not included here because they were not
part of a systematic information-shating program.

The major finding from this survey is that the majority of
Institutions contacted sham little, If any, systematic
Information with the high schools. Once the application/
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-trission process is completed and a high school I.
notified that a student has enrolled, communication
typically ceases. This pattern was reported by tastily-
tiOns Such as California State University- Northridge,
Amherst College, the University of Southern Maine, and
the State University el' New York at Oneonta.

A number of different factors were cited by institutions
for this lack of data exchange with the high schools.
Four major categories of responses emerged:

1. Privacy restrictions related tr the Buckley Amendment
prohibit this (e.g., Fairfield University and Colgate
University).

2. Size, programs, and mission make this impossible
(e.g., Mlami-Dade Community College, Yakims Valley
Community College, WA).

3. Institutional priorities do not permit development of
this typo of system (Mankato State University, MN).

4. Pending proposal from the state to institute a formai
plan (Virginia Commonwealth University).

It is also interesting to nate that two Institutions provided
performance-related Information to their community
college feeder schools but not their high school feeders
(East Texas State University and Utah State University).

A second category of institutions responded that they
provide some systematic Information to high schools but
that it I. relatively limited in scope. For example, Truman
College of the City Colleges of Chicago provides high
schools with enrollment and graduation lists of students
each semester. Calvin College (MI) hosts a principal/
freshman/counselor day whore staff from approximately
twenty feeder high schools cart visit the students in a
classroom setting and are provided with performance-
related information.

There Is a legislative requirement In the State of Michigan
which mandates that the fifteen public institutions
provide information on remediation to the in-state high
schools from which their students have been drawn. In
practice, each Institution has responded in its own
fashion. Oakland University reports to each high school
district the number of students placed In remediation in
English, and math.

Michigan State University provides a letter to each high
school with placement Information and the number and
percentage of students In remediation in mathematics,
English and the social sciences. Finally, the University of
Michigan and Central Michigan University provide first-
semester and first-year performance and credit hour
Information by individual student to each high school.
While varying in complexity, each of these institutions
his made a commitment to or has been coerced Into
systematically sharing remodiation, performance and/or
enrollment Information with its feeder high schools.
A final category of institutions involves those providing
systematic and comprehensive Information to the high
schools. Virginia Polytechnic institute and State Universi-
ty (Virginia Tech) provides each state high school with a
detailed analysis of specific high school courses taken
and compares them to first year courses at Virginia Tech.
These detailed course-related comparisons are made in
English, mathematics, and the life sciences. Overall
grade point average information is provided to the high
school. In addition, total university figures are provided
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for purposes of comparison. Virginia Tech also provides
similar types of dots to IN feeder community colleges.

Of all the institutions Surveyed, the moot cOmprehenalve
system is found in the three Regent's Universities of
lows. The University of lows, lows State University and
the University of Northern Iowa share responsibility for
the development of feedback letters to each high school.
This cooperative project enables a given high school to
receive Information about any of its previous-year
graduates who attended one of those three primary
in-state institutions. Each high school principal who
wants this information and signs off on Its confidentiality
receives Individuai student data which includes *endemic
credentials, first-semester and first-year grades and
credits for their students as wail as overall freshman-
class data. In addition, actual course assignments to
developmental, regular, and accelerated courses are
delinuted. Oracles In each mathematics course are
listed specifically. The high school is also provided with
a profile of group data for itself as well as the total
freshman class. These comprehensive reports are
provided for each of the three Regent's Institutions.
Finally, a similar array of data aro provided to community
colleges.

This survey has found that few institutions provide
systematic information to high schools beyond what is
involved in the application/admission process. While
definitely in the minority, a small number of institutions
have developed feedback systems which provide an
array of curricular, performance, and enrollment informa-
tion to the high schools.

Setting

Northern Michigan University (NMU) Is a public institution
of about %SOO students whose primary focus has been to
provide selected undergraduate and graduate programs
to the residents of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. In
this role, NMU has been exceptionally successful. Forty-
three percent of the new freshmen from the Upper
Peninsula who attended one of the fifteen Michigan
public universities In fall 1988 attended WU. ThreA
hundred eleven of the 428 new freshmen from Marquer
County (72.7%) attended NMU In fall 1988 (Tweddak
1989). Thus, it is clear that the high schools of the Upper
Peninsula and NMU have had a mutually dependent
relationship. While the strength of this relationship may
be extreme, It Is not unusual, however, for many post-
secondary institutions and a COre set of high schools to
be related In a similar fashion.

Background

Given this symbiotic relationship it would be natural to
assume that clear lines of communication would be
established between the postsecondary institution and its
feeder high schools. Further, It would be expected that
the university would be routinely providing a wide array
of feedback to the high schooki upon which it depends
so heavily for its enrollments. However, a survey (Duby
and Mettlach, 1987) of Upper Penineule superintendents,
high school principals, and counselors Indicated that
secondary school personnel wanted the following:
1. Better lines of communication

2. More frequent communication

3. Information on the performance of Clair students
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4. Outcomes information on who was graduating from
which fields and how long it took to complete these
programs

5. Informatior that could be used for curriculum plan.
ning at the high school level

6. Information that ct:Jcl be used in advising in order to
convince students to rake certain pre-college courses
(e.g., a third or fourth mathematics course).

Purpose

The Northern Michigan University High School Feedback
System is designed to meet the needs expressed by high
school personnel for increased frequency, quantity, and
quality of feedback. This system provides the high
schools with feedback for curricular evaluation and more
effective student advising, and it helps them with internal
evaluation and accreditation requirements. In its com-
plete form, the model provides a wealth of detailed
information to our feeder Institutions. A less comprehen-
sive but still valuable feedback report its* al:12 howl
crested to provide Information on the academic creden-
tials, performance, and graduation of students from those
high schools providing only a few students to NMU.

Model

While most institutions do not routinely include high
schools in their feedback loop, the NMU model provides
for the internal routing of data as well as the transmission
of a wide variety of evaluatory information directly back
to the high schools. This feedback system will now be
discussed in detail.

Phis& 1Piscoment Womsstion

During college orientation visits, students are generally
asked to complete a battery of English, mathematics,
reading, and perhaps communication tests. These
screening and placement devices help the college to
__e__ the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of
pre-college instruction. The results are utilized in college
placement decisions and strongly influence whether
developmental or remedial work may be required. While
available, the findings are generally not shared with the
high school.

In the present feedback system, placement results are
internally routed to the class assignment process, and
are also shared with the high schools so that the high
schools can sea In which curricular "strata" their former
students have been placed. These outcome measures
can than be utilized by the high school faculty and staff
to help assess the degree to which their products (Le.,
their high school graduates) are being effectively pre-
pared for their roles as college freshmen.

At Northern Michigan University, placement tests are
administered by the English and Mathematics Depart-
mints and are utilized for coliege course placement
decisions in these stow The placement results are also
fed back to the high schools. Very specific data are
provided which can have an Impact on advising sal
curriculum planning at the secondary level. in English,
the comprehensive NMU model provides the number of
now freshmen from that high school who have been
&Old respeCtivety into remedial, entry, Of advanced-
level English classes. [An example of this type of
placement information is shown for a sample high school

as Section 1 al the Appendix.) The high schools am also
provided with actual samples (but not of their students)
of written essays which Illustrate the sidNe or lick of
skills which distinguish between students placed at the
three course levels.

The results of the mathematics placement test guide a
new student into a specific course within the mathemat-
ics sequence which can be either remedial or entry level.
The high schools ars provided with a count of the
number of new freshmen who have been placed into
each mathematics course. The results from the English
and mathematics ',imminent tests ars designed to
provide specific meaningful Information to the high
schools so that faculty can begin to assess whether they
are effectively teaching the skills which need to be
learned in order for their students to be successful. A
hoped-for byproduct of this information sharing will be
the development of a dialogue between the mathematics
and English faculty at the secondary and postsecondary
levels. Of all the feedback provided within the compre-
hensive NMU model, the placement information segment
Is seen as most Important since it can have a direct
Impact on the high school curriculum, It can provide a
mechanism so that the lessons learned from one high
school cohort can be fad back to strengthen important
academic skills of subsequent cohorts of students.

Phase 2Procoss infonsseion

Once the college students are assigned to clause and
begin their programs of study, the normal college cycle
begins (process). Some postsecoadary institutions
provide high schools with first-semester or first-year
grade point averages of students from their previous
freshman class. Information about the progress of
students over time, however, is not shared with the high
school. The majority of postsecondary institutions have
the capability to track students longitudinally since
athletes, minority students, veterans, etc., are routinely
followed in order to meet NCAA, state, and federal
requirements. Thus, information regarding the progress
of college students is being used internally and is also
provided to external regulatory or accreditation bodies.
However, it is not typically provided to the high school.

The process phase of the feedback system consists of
the collection and distribution of two major typos of
college performance measures. The first component
Involves sn analysis of the current class standing and
academic performance of both new and continuing
students from a given feeder high school. Specific
information la presented on the number of students from
that high school currently enrolled in each academic
department and school. Cumulative grade point averag-
es are also provided for each academic department.
Finally, comparative figures ars furnished for the entire
student body. This gives the high school a context for
interpreting the relative success of its former students.
[An example of these performance data Is provided for a
sample high school as Section 2 of the Appendix.]

The second major component of the process portion of
the feedback system is a detailed retention study based
on new freshmen from each feeder high school for a
ten-year period. Each new freshman cohort from 1900
through INS Is traced for three years. The number of
students persisting and making satisfeCtOry academic
progress at NMU is presented in both tabular and
graphic form. This portion of the process phase of the
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model provides high schools with the following informs-
tion for each of the cohorts of new freshmen from that
school for the previous decade.
1. The number of high school graduates who attended

NNW each fail semester

2. The number and percentage of those students who
returned for the second semester at NMU who wine
making satiefactory progress toward a degree (de-
fined as achieving a grade point average of 2.00
(Cl or higher)

3. The number and percentage of those students who
returned to NMU for their third semester (Le., their
sophomore year) who were maintaining a cumulative
grade point average of 2.00 or higher after this third
111111111Ster

4. ma number and percentage of those students who
returned to NMU for their fifth semester (Le., their
junior year) who were maintaining a cumulative grade
point average of 2.00 or higher after this fifth semes-
ter.

The fifth-semester statistic Is particularly important
because previous instftutional studies have demonstrated
that nearly all students who complete five semesters at
NMU while making satisfactory academic progress will
eventually receive a degree from NMU. Comparable
retention information is also provided for the entire
freshman cohort for each of the ten years This provides
a context for Interpreting the relative success of students
from that high schooL (An exampfe of this process type
of raiention Information is shown for a sample high
school as Section 3 of the Appendix.] information of this
typo should be helpful In advising students and should
be particularly useful for accreditation purposes. In-
creasingly, secondary institutions are being asked to
document the relative *success* of their graduates in
post-high-school pursuits.

Phase 3-Output irionustion

When students complete their programs at the university
they become the 'outpur of this educational leve t. infor-
mation relating to their degree majors and academic
honors is typically described in the written graduation
program. Postsecondary institutions do not, however,
systematically share these °success` stories with the high
schools from which the individusis were originally
recrufted. Despite the widely shared malaise pervading
the system of education In the United States, a record
number of 1,386,900 degrees were expected to be
granted at the bachelor's level and higher by
postsecondary Institutions in 1989-90 (Anderson, et al.,
1989). While the high schools which feed this pipeline
are playing a significant positive role in these success
stories, the external feedback which they receive is
almost uniformly negative.

At Northern Michigan University, the relatively simple
step has been taken to link college degree Information to
the high school from which students MIN originally
recruited. Once completed, It becomes possible to share
the success stories with the secondary schools who
played a major role in preparation of the students. The
output IMPQMOnt Of the model uses as a database all NMU
degree recipients from the previous academic year.
Information concerning the type of degree granted and
the major program and academic honors (where appfica-

We) am linked to the application file where the name of
the high school, the high school graduating class and
the student% maiden name (if applicable) are collects&
(An example of this degree related information Is shown
for a sample high school as Section 4 of the Appendix.]

The graduation letter *designed to provide very specific
and personal information to the high school. Since the
names of the former high school students and their
graduating classes are provided, the feedback provides
positive role models for current high school students as
well es refreshing success stories and positive %was-
es* for high school teachers and administrators One
byproduct of this phase of the model I. to provide the
names of successful college graduates from a given high
school who might be persuaded to talk to current high
school students in order to share their perspectives and
to transmit to other students those factors related to
future college success.

Phase 4-Product Infamatfon

After leaving the postsecondary institution, most gradu-
ates choose one of two major career paths They may
pursue graduate study or may seek employment The
typicial option is the latter one, and the final pirsasof the
feedback system is to provide the secondary institution
with information about the type of employment attained
by a given individual after leaving the university. At
present, the feedback model does not include the
continuing-education option. The employment informa-
tion describes the former student as a *product° of the
postsecondary system.

Over the past decade, postsecondary institutions have
become increasingly concerned about the products of
their labors. There are three major reasons for this
concern. First, academic program reviews increasingly
have turned to the former student as the best available
source of Information about the relevance of academic
programs and the quality of instruction receive& Sec-
ond, accrediting bodies, legislatures, and the public
increasingly are asking about the benefits which resutt
from a publicly supported college education. Finally,
public institutions Increasingly have turned to their
alumni (Lc, their products) for financial support. While
a great deal of information is collected and Is clearly
available for internal use, institutions do not share this
information with the high schools.

The product phase of the model is designed to provide
the high schools with *real life° success stories and
positive role models as well as valuable information for
accreditation and outcomes assessment needs. [An
example of this product type of data is shown for a
sample high school as Section 5 of the Appendbc.] Ono
final benefit of this phase of the model is to provide to
the high schools the names of successful teachers,
administrators, and businessmen who might be willing, if
asked, to share their tims energy and, perhaps, resourc-
es with their former high school.

The complete Northern Michigan University High School
Feedback System has now been described in detail and
Is depicted in the flours

While the development and implementation of such a
system might seem like a great deal of effort it is clearly
motivated out of **if interest Sy providing high schools
with these types of Information, we can help them to
better evaluate end improve their processes so that their
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Figure 1. Northern Michigan University high school feedback model.

students will likely be more successful when they be-
come our students.

Methodology

The NMU Feedback System provides a comprehensive
portfolio of information to the high schools by producing
four detailed data-driven letters. Despite its apparent
complexity, from a methodological point of view the
system Is little more than a sophisticated example of
mall-merge techniques. Rather than being limited to text
fields such as name and address, however, the system
employs a wide variety of data fields to produce quantita-
tive analyses and graphic images personalized to the
high school. In essence, the feedback system employs
a relational technology In which data fields are related to
each other using certain common elements. The most
important common data element in the present system is
the high school code. Placement test results, retention
information, grade point averages, and even fob-related
data are all linked by the presence of the high school
code. The present feedback system was developed
using Data Ease, but many other similar tools such as
PARADOX, 1)-BASE IV, FOXISASE +, and FELIX are also
available.

Given the power of the personal computer and the soph-
istication and flexibility of relational software, offices are
now able to take direct control over application develop-
ment projects. The mainframe computer has not been
completely eliminated from this process, but Its role has
been drastically altered to downloading' records for use

by campus offices on personal computers. The feedback
system merges admissions, performance, and graduation
databases downloaded from the mainframe with other
database files. The NMU approach prepares Information
in Data Ease (a relational database) and sends it to
LOTUS 1-2-3 (a spreadsheet) where the data are
graphed. Finally, the graphs are Incorporated into WORD
(a word processor) which produces professional-quality
letters on a laser printer.

Timing

NMU provides feedback to its major feeder high schools
In a series of five lifters. Each of the letters Is presented
with a specific topic In mind. The letters are spaced
across the academic year so that NMU wilt have a
chance to produce these documents efficiently, and the
high schools will have an adequate amount of time to
assimilate and make use of the information. The time
schedule, which was implemented during 1990-91, is
presented In the table that follows.

A single letter which contains elements of the compre-
hensive feedback model la sent to those institutions who
provide NMU with only a small number of students. This
letter contains a variety of placement, enrollment, perfor-
mance, and graduation data. This single letter is mailed
to Institutions In January.

Discussion and Concluoions

While American education Is loosely termed a `system,'
In actual practice it functions in a very different fashion.
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Letter
azotm Attach.

Sample
Shown
in

1. System introduction Sept. Sec. 1

2. Placement Test Results Nov. Soc. 2

3. Enrollment and Grade Point
Averages by Class, School,
and Department Sec. 3

4. Retention Rates Mar. Sec. 4

5. Degrees and Employment
Information May Sec. 5

Harold HodgkInson (1485) observed:

Almost everyone who works In education perceives It
ss a set of discreet institutions working in Isolation
from each other . . . (these people) have virtually no
connection with all the others and little awareness of
educational activity provided by the total. Because of
this, the school is defined as the unit, not the people
who move through It. (p. 1)

However, there have been calls for greater interaction
between the many levels of the educational spectrum.
Boyer (1987, p. 3) argues that the nation's education
structure should be *a seamless web,* and he calls for
educators to work mutually to build a stronger system.

Hodgkinson (1985) suggests the interdependence of
educational levels by drawing an analogy to a food chain
where any alteration In the ecology of the food chain
affects all of the organlams at all points in that chain:

It Is assumed that If people can begin to SEE the
educational system as a single entity through which
people move, they may begin to behave as If all of
education were related. it seems self-evident that such
a perception is good. (p. 1)

If we, as educators, begin to perceive that successes at
previous points on the educational continuum will have
a positive impact on our efforts, then it becomes clear
that it is in our best interest to help our *partners* In their
efforts. The systematic incorporation of an evaluation
and feedback loop can provide educators with a
time-tested mechanism for determining the extent to
which learning experience* are actually producing
intended learning outcomes and desired behavioral
changes in our students (Tyler, 1949).

The evaluation-feedback loop can be effectively em-
ployed In all phases of Uto system, and its widespread
use wW have an increasingly positive impact on the
developmeM of students as they pass through the
various phases of the system. The Northern Michigan
University High School feedback System represents a
formai commitment on the pelt of ono college administra-
tiOn to share Systematically a wide array of existing
Information with the high schools on which It depends so
heavily. This carpet represents a philosophical recogni-
tion that our ability to accomplish our educational
objectives depends heavily on the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes which our student* bring with them from their
high school experience mi. feedback system is de-
signed to provide the schools with information for

6

curricular evaluation and more effective academic
advising. It can aid them with their own internal evalua-
tions and can also help prepare them for accreditation
requirements. Thus, the primary purpose of this elabo-
rate feedback system is to help the secondary institutions
do filthy jobs more effectively.

By enhancing the quality end quantity of communication
by faculty and administrations at different Instructional
levels, we can begin to weave an educational structure
made of a `seamless web.' As Boyer (1983, p. 263)
points out:

. . . There is a thirst among the nation's secondary
teachers tor all kinds of help that will improve and ease
their work. if the quality of the teaching In America's
public schools Is going to rise, then the nation's institu-
tions of higher education cannot afford to sit back as
Indifferent spectators while the schools struggle with
problems that they cannot solve atone.
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Appendix

The following examples have been utrieted from the data driven letters which are
tailored to given high school tailing the informed= from the students from that
high school. Each section of the attachment provides an Miamian of a portion
of each main CompOisent Of the NM High School Feedback System.

leatiss 1
Pheemset Ithemitts

111111 Sada Ineseaset 'reit

kit Ma Ora
ir11161
Mame %

grib
Placed %

Pro-College EN000 heading & WrtUn 1 4% 51 5%

Mee leak Composition 21 11% 1141 IS%

Collage Level EN111 Calego Composition 103 TT% 111 71%

Advanced Level EN211 Writing & Utmost* 4 3% 21 2%

( with CLIP)
Total 134 1,2111

IWO= 2
Process lsitsemstioa (tartsrasam)

fall INS Larsamast sae MBA Oats
Ishoot et I.as1ieat foisseee

sip cam No Saw
Mali Imo tIo %Sri

Lan** arA ismeleil Mt Sawillid WM
Sibb

neemom *Miro Veiverear
hark tibrit

CNA 12asmail WA Nandat On

Jail. I? 241 ti 2104 U Ill 4111 Ski 1111 I* 84 2 SICAshas&
Idimillawn 2 LIT 1$ IN It til Ili LW IN 141 OS $r
1*.bsel reastots I lail 4 I TT ti t.S2 US LOP Sit un NO Lis
NM/44w & 2.17 if 11.01 U MS Si Sit in 2.77 11* 2.77

Siols1 Wort 2 1.77 II 2.0 L. la iS IM III 2 ill Lk MI
Ihmoulear 1 LW I La I 2.11 U lal 43 2.11 if Lit

4444 14 I IS 74 I TS US IN III SA Oil 2I2 1.724 1.74

Sootiom
?MOW laloemstom (letomtios)

Pervimeace ow Nor Aeademie Statue Alter Me Seseeter1 111047

Cobol Tim
nib Owe Nisb Ssiiii

11111 1111 1111 LSI 11/1 111A UM Ula

WINIMOPI7Is Aram IS 14 U 12 II IS II a
rommez 41) 444 414 414 IL? Iliit NA 0.?

0411114 IOW
r11111101111 SW* remet 143 SI 2 211 T US US ma

a

-an email am omeaat et. emir
Pemilliog Ala Ass Samatias With ler sr lefts Ammo*
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Section 4
Output Ingermaties

Profile Met tor High awe High laboul
nester et Omminetas

Prom bummer 1989 through Winter 1910, 11 students who were graduates of your
high school received degrees from NMI/. The names, year of high school
graduation, degrees, degree major, and honors (lf applicable) are listed below.

11.3
1112111J11111

Alice Cranden 9.121°
5,1chasi Dukakis '83 BS
Jutte fortune arm '711 BS
Albert Saline 10 HS

Robert C. Laser 11
Real L.. McCoy '72
Sue A. Mole '76
Mary Munchkin

thaeneet '80

Peter A. Pen
Kelly 0. Shea
Tom C. Thumb

'76

voc
B:N
BSN

L91114461t tics
Psychologyl Grad Prep
11ementary Educstion
Managsment

Machine Tool Tech
Nursing
Nursing

BS Office Administretion

HS
BSN
VOC

Accounting
Nursing
Cullirtry Arts

HONDAS
Penne Cum Laud*

Cum Lauds

Magna Cum Laude

Cum Laud.

Section 5
Product Informadon

HIGH CLASS HIGH SCHOOL
4103 PLACHILID(T INFORMATION

From Fali 193u through Fall 111119. 9 students who were greduates of both
your high school and our university responded to an alumni survey. The
names, year of high school graduation, company. pb title. location and the
year in which the information wee collected are presented below.

tostiss)
PALlamm

H.S.
auslA Mahn

JOB
TI

COMPANY TZAR DATA
kocAriop gou.scno

Connie K. Blond '52 Armour Inc. Butcher Ammo, Iowa 1117

Aldino C. Camp '79 Hostess LTD Baker Alpena, Mi 1916

Alex W. Cotter '78 Santa's Village Candlestick
Maker Dundee, IL 1917

Bret T. Danish '51 Price Waterhouse kccountant Oakland. CA 1995

Evil Y. Kinevil '92 Bronco Silly's Daredevil Yuma, AZ 1916

Sarah R. Meekly 11 Fleece Mort pge Loan Ofc, Chicago, IL 1196

Sally L. Rope
taw

'130 1st NsUonal Controller Detroit, MI 1918

Tully P. Tope '92 Ace Building Hod Carrier Alma, MI 1919

Therese R. Yates '53 investment LTD Geosigtst Provos, 11T 11115

flkittl0
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